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Offshore exploration and development wells are often drilled from mobile offshore drilling units (MODUs, pronounced "moe-dooz"). Depending on the water depth and remoteness of the location, these "rigs" may be jack-ups (up to 400 feet of water), or semisubmersibles, or drillships (up to 12,000 feet of water).

Offshore Rig Basics | Deepwater Drilling | Diamond ...
Drill Rigs/Drilling Rig Equipment. Hammer & Steel offers daily, weekly, and monthly rentals of many of the industries most respected lines of deep foundation drilling rig equipment.

Hammer & Steel | Drill Rigs and Drilling Rig Equipment ...
About Us. Operating eight highly mobile, premium drilling rigs throughout Alberta and BC, Beaver Drilling is tailored to focus on the long-reach horizontal drilling required in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin.

Beaver Drilling - Rig Specifications & Locations
Advance your career in Oil and Gas. The right job for you is just a few keystrokes away. Search the RigZone career center and get ahead today.

Career Center Find Oil and Gas Industry Jobs | Rigzone
Schramm's Truck, Trailer and Track Mounted Rigs.

Schramm Products | Schramm
ABC was founded by Vassili Liovin a Hydrogeologist and Engineering Geologist in the early 80's. He was a second generation driller, in his younger years he worked with his father throughout the Middle East and Africa drilling for water.

ABC Liovin Drilling
A Proven Leader In The Drilling Industry. Since 1977 SCANDRILL, INC. has provided land contract drilling services to independent and major oil and gas exploration companies.

Scandrill Inc | Drilling Contractor | Ark-La-Tex
Diamond Offshore is a leader in offshore drilling, providing contract drilling services to the energy industry around the globe with a total fleet of 16 offshore drilling rigs, consisting of 12 semisubmersibles and four dynamically positioned drillships.

Our Fleet | Deepwater Drilling | Diamond Offshore Drilling
In the Gulf states where there is a lot of offshore oil drilling platforms, there are offshore oil rigs that operate near land. Such oil rig companies sometimes hire temporary workers with no experience on day rates during periods of high activity.. All that the oil service employer needs from such temp oil workers is a strong back, the skill to follow instructions and the ability to swim so ...

Oil Rig Jobs and Offshore Jobs (NO EXPERIENCE)
Why Work With AKITA? Values Come First At AKITA, integrity, respect and commitment aren't buzzwords - they're the foundation our business is built on. We place enormous value on treating others, their cultures and our environment with respect, dignity and transparency. We bring these values to life every day in our words, actions and decisions.

Careers | AKITA Drilling Ltd
operations Where we are. H&P is the leading U.S. unconventional driller, and our drilling experience spans the globe. Our company currently owns and operates land rigs across North America, South America, the Middle East and Africa, with offshore rigs in the Gulf of Mexico.

Helmerich & Payne, Inc. | Drilling Rig Company
Rig-ID™ on-line integrated documentation and compliance. Schramm's innovative cloud based real-
time document library permits password protected access and provides sophisticated search functions for a full range of technical documentation used to support the proper operation, maintenance and compliance of Schramm drilling rigs anytime, anywhere around the world.

**Schramm | Schramm, Inc. based in West Chester ...**
Partnering with Ensco to deliver jackup rig pipe-handling upgrades. We provided offshore drilling contractor Ensco plc with comprehensive upgrades to two of their jackup rigs, the ENSCO 140 and ENSCO 141, giving them an opportunity to differentiate their rigs in a highly competitive marketplace.

**National Oilwell Varco**
Career Opportunities. We are seeking experienced Drill Rig/Crane Operators and Superintendents. If you are seeking to work at a premier construction company that truly cares about it’s employees you are encouraged to apply.

**ATS Drilling**
Alberta-based Tempco Drilling is an oil and gas industry leader in resource extraction. Our many rigs are staffed with the best crews available, ready to work for you.

**Tempco Drilling in Alberta; safe, professional oil extraction**
Kick Start Your Career! A job on a drilling or well servicing rig can start you on a path to many great career opportunities. Check out our Workforce Information page and make the drilling and service industry a part of your future!

**CAODC Member Portal**
Energy Drilling is a company established to develop, build and operate the next generation of self erecting tender rigs.

**Home - Energy Drilling - Your Partner in Drilling | Self ...**
The Drilling Productivity Report uses recent data on the total number of drilling rigs in operation along with estimates of drilling productivity and estimated changes in production from existing oil and natural gas wells to provide estimated changes in oil and natural gas production for seven key regions.

**U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)**
HOLTE is your #1 source for foundation and well drilling products, drilling supplies, and tools. Reverse Circulation / RC drilling equipment and drill pipe specialist.

**Holte Drilling Manufacturing | Conventional, RC, and ...**
Keep up with VANTAGE DRILLING. See more information about VANTAGE DRILLING, find and apply to jobs that match your skills, and connect with people to advance your career.
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